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There is no question, the animal is en vogue and animal studies are almost de rigueur. Cultural theory, this strange beast, has always moved in twists and turns (theoretical, linguistic, cultural ... turns) and it seems that animality is one of the most recent examples, following important interventions by influential figures like Haraway and Derrida. One good indicator that the academy has thoroughly embraced the ‘animal turn’ is a recent guest column, ‘Why Animals Now?’ in PMLA 124:2 (2009), which provides at once an introduction to and an overview of recent trends in animal or animality studies.

In many respects, turning towards animals is the logical outcome of political advocacy – i.e. speaking up for the equality of the ‘other’ and creating a space for articulating his, her, or indeed, its difference. In this sense, the animal or non-human other, is the latest other in a long line of others who have ‘voiced’ their rights towards just treatment, equality and respect, by ‘articulating’ their difference. So, after gender, sex, race, age ... now, species, or ‘speciesism’ has become the ultimate and most fundamental form of inequality, ‘racism’ or prejudice to be redressed. This is, in the main, a radicalization of the ‘politics of representation’, in which the ‘nonhuman’ in all its forms is now implicated. A major problem, of course, is that the nonhuman in general, and animals in particular, ‘really’ (i.e. physically) can’t speak for themselves, which raises the tricky question of anthropomorphism: can humans really speak on behalf of nonhuman animal others? Even the term ‘nonhuman’, in fact, poses a problem because it tends to presuppose a human norm, essence or truth from which all nonhuman forms differ.

But there is also another dimension to the question of ‘why animals now?’ The obvious connections are, on the one hand, the ongoing and maybe even accelerated physical disappearance of animals under the conditions of modernity. The erosion of what is left of so-called ‘natural habitats’, looming global environmental crises, which will hit animals first, and the radical segregation between pets and animals as ‘meat products’ or exotic attractions, are all part of this disappearing process. On the other hand, maybe more cynically but also more radically, in times of genetic ‘breeding’, boundaries between human, animal and machine are being eroded, questioning traditional ‘purities’ and provoking new utopias of hybridity and anxieties of purification as a result. This has been Donna Haraway’s argument ever since her ‘Cyborg Manifesto’ (first 1985), right up to her Companion Species Manifesto (2003) and When Species Meet (2008). As Rosi Braidotti put it: ‘the animal has ceased to be one of the privileged terms that indexes the European subject’s relation to otherness’ which (according to Deleuze and Guattari) means that ‘in turning into human-animaloid hybrids, we are becoming animal’ and are, consequently, threatened with the same disappearance as ‘they’ are.

What makes Tom Tyler’s and Manuela Rossini’s collection, Animal Encounters, so refreshing is that its main focus is not – at least not primarily – on representation of nonhuman animal others, the problem of anthropomorphism and questions of morality or rights, but, as the title says, on ‘encounters’. These encounters are ‘agonistic’ in their ‘mutual productive provocation’, between humans and animals and between disciplines. The editors have divided the volume into sections dealing with ‘potential’, ‘mediate’, ‘experimental’, ‘corporeal’ and ‘libidinal’ encounters respectively. In the first section, the emphasis is on a critique of the standard criticisms of anthropomorphism in the encounter between humans and (other) animals. Potentiality in fact wants to express the opposite of anthropomorphic closure. All too often the fact that humans cannot possibly know what it is like to be a bat (cf. Thomas Nagel’s famous argument) has been used to foreclose the potentiality of a true encounter between humans
and others, an encounter which nevertheless may do justice to the respective ‘singularities’ and peculiar abilities and characteristics of the two parties involved. This is the stance Tom Tyler takes up in his introductory contribution. Anthropomorphism only really becomes problematic when it supports an anthropocentric approach, which supports a ‘hierarchy’, or human ‘pre-eminence’ and results in a kind of ‘species narcissism’. However, anthropocentrism is more difficult to avoid than might be expected, as Pamela Banting explains in her essay about animal ‘textuality’. In claiming that ‘nature’ is already a textual and therefore culturally mediated concept, poststructuralism and even some posthumanist theories often remain captured within an uncritical, anthropocentric universe of signification. Banting does not argue against a poststructuralist notion of textuality but rather for an acknowledgement of the fact that ‘natural’ marks (such as hoof marks or paw prints, for example) and textual meaning are co-extensive. She turns to examples of nature writing (by Sid Marty and Andy Russell) to show that there is more to ‘reading wilderness’ than just naïve anthropomorphism, especially so, when ‘reading for life’ becomes a question of survival.

The section on ‘Mediate Encounters’ develops from the observation that animals are mostly absent from modern human environments, a ‘distancing of humans from other animals’ that leads to an estrangement which ‘makes it all the easier for humans to dominate, subject and mistreat individual animals and indeed entire species’. Postmodern ‘irony’ and critique have not really changed this fundamental trend towards a heavily mediated nature of most of our relationships with animals. The two contributions in this section, ‘Post-Meateating’ by Carol Adams and ‘Americans do Weird Things with Animals’ by Randy Malamud, come like virtually all contributions in this volume, from well-known authors and proponents for a ‘genuine anthropozoological understanding’. Adams revisits her claim, made in The Sexual Politics of Meat (2000), that behind every meal of meat lies an absence in the form of the death of a nonhuman animal whose place the meat has taken. This separation or absence is what ultimately serves to legitimate meat-eating. While under postmodern conditions some animals indeed seem to reappear, Adams argues that this predominantly media-driven ‘sympathy’ has substituted a ‘cultural referent’ for the absent referent of really suffering, real animals. It might even have increased the distance between animals and humans further by adding another ‘layer of denial’. Malamud’s argument, on the other hand, focuses on the ‘commercially-powerful resource-intensive anthropozoological perversities’ that drive contemporary consumerist animal fetishism. Malamud’s ecological conscience is prompted into action by, amongst many other examples, a series of photographs called ‘Perishables’ by Pinar Yolacan, which show old women wearing clothes made from animal parts, like for example, a ‘necklace’ made of chicken breast fillets. He summarizes his reaction thus: ‘I am ecologically offended by the pervasive failure of human culture […] to acknowledge with any serious engagement the integrity, the consciousness, the real presence, of other animals in our world’ and instead invokes ‘a posthumanist rejection of the fantasy of human omniscience with regard to animals’ (pp.79, 95).

The third section, with essays by Robyn Smith and Donna Haraway, focuses on the laboratory as a place for ‘experimental encounters’ which, maybe surprisingly, complicate a ‘normative account’ of what happens to or with animals in lab research. The main claim here is that agency is not always distributed in entirely predictable ways, i.e. active (human) and passive (animal). Instead, both Smith and Haraway attempt to show that ‘human and nonhuman animals, as well as machines, are woven together in an instrumental economy in which “we” live in and through the use of one another’s bodies’ (p.97). In this, both essays underpin the overall argument of the volume against human ‘exceptionalism’. While Smith focuses on ‘Rat Feeding Experiments in Early Vitamin Research’ as an example of how scientists’ selves and animal subjects are implicated in the process of the encounter with the ‘as yet unknown’, through the ‘suspension of identity’ (p.113), Donna Haraway elaborates further on her concept of ‘response-ability’ in human/animal interaction. Haraway’s essay in terms of theoretical-conceptual work is certainly the centre-piece of the volume. She argues for animal response-ability, i.e. the ability of animals in all their worlds, including laboratories, to respond and to interact: ‘responsibility is a relationship crafted in intra-action through which entities, subjects and objects, come into being’ (p.116). With regard to acknowledging and doing justice to animal response-ability, instrumentality is, in fact, not the real (or only) problem as long as there is what Haraway calls a ‘responsible sharing of suffering’. She follows both Bentham’s famous argument against animal cruelty on the basis of sentience and Derrida’s and Levinas’s radicalized notion of ‘responsibility’ as, in principle, ‘incalculable’, to critique the logic
...
embodiedness that arises out of the gradual dissolution of these boundaries. Rossini sees some of these principles at work in di Filippo’s ‘ribofunk’ (from ‘ribosome’ and ‘funk’, a form of ‘biopunk’, which produces science fiction based on biological and genetic scenarios, as opposed to William Gibson’s ‘cyberpunk’ genre, which focuses on cybernetics and informatics) and relates these to feminist work in developmental systems theory by Susan Oyama. She expresses her confidence in the future of the ‘humanities morphing into the posthumanities before long’, which will be dealing with ‘the complex entanglements between human and nonhuman actors, things and institutions’ and the ‘subjectivities and new life forms emerging from these encounters’ (p.256).

The prototypically enacted and analyzed animal encounters in this volume impress through their variety and individuality. The quality of each single contribution, the substantial number of leading figures in the field of animal studies and the coherence of the overall project of ‘destabilizing human exceptionalism’ make this volume a major intervention within the current debate about the changing relationship between humans and other animals. It provides an impressive survey of the positions people have taken up and the diversity and dynamic of this interdisciplinary field. Animal Encounters does not only strengthen the cause for the animal turn, but helps turning the ‘animal question’ into a major twist within cultural theory as well as thinking about and with animals in general.
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The Archival Work of the Law
Cornelia Vismann. Files. Law and Media Technology, Trans. Geoffrey Winthrop-Young
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2008)

I.
Files, one reads in the Preface of Cornelia Vismann’s Files: Law and Media Technology, are ‘the variables in the universe of writing and the law’ (p.xi). In this essay’s reading of Vismann’s book, files are seen as the apparatuses that enable the transmission of the legend of ‘the setting of variables’ because they are as ‘undefinable’ in their formal capacity as the law is in its long held modern condition. The empty form of the law (law founding itself) that has prevailed in so-called ‘secular’ modernity could only be equalled by the undefinable form of the forms themselves: the formal self-generativity of the so-called modern form of law, reproduces further the myth of its self-emergence through the apparatuses of its recording devices. In the long, meaningfully eclectic and resourceful genealogy of media-technologies that Vismann presents, the law is produced and presupposed by the file-in-formation, that is by the legal administration’s cancelling (cancellari) the human making of the law, transmitting the tradition of law’s negative self-definition in its very positing as a self-generated, autonomous, law. A legal act placed on the record each time while being cancelled as of human making which then conditions the law off the record, the law that allegedly founds itself. Files are, then, the zone where a formal place is instituted for the law’s supposed self-determination, or autonomic generativity taking place through a cancelling out (administering, governing) of human acts out. How else could the current nihilistic emptiness of the ground of law in late modernity be filled with nothingness ever more efficiently than through the apparatuses of filing, recording, standardizing,